A Simple Political Premise..

Elect Honest Candidates!
Instead of swallowing the same old lies and media spin of
the major parties every 5 years - only to watch them callously
break every single pledge or promise as soon as they get into
power.. why not consider electing ONLY honest individuals who
will put the interests of the country and of the Irish people first?
We already have a fully-developed (arguably overblown) civil
service complete with layer after layer of experienced managers
and bureaucrats just waiting for ‘instructions’ from the new
Minister.. so why don’t we elect people who will issue the proper
type of instructions – for a change?
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Instead of the public service being engaged (as they are now) in protecting the interests
of a shadowy elite who are in effect plundering the country for their own illegitimate
ends - why not ensure from now on that we only elect honest, sincere and genuinely
patriotic Ministers who will direct the various civil service departments to cut waste,
improve efficiency, and work ONLY in the public good?
All the expertise and resources are already in place. All that’s missing is the political will
to direct the Irish civil and public service arms (who are being paid directly from the
public purse) to simply do their jobs right; that is, to operate from the viewpoint of saving
the taxpayer unnecessary costs and expense, and of delivering good value to the people.
This means good value to ALL of the people, and NOT just those from the Minister’s own
constituency or from their inner circle of private and business contacts.
The major parties have demonstrated time after time that they simply cannot be trusted
in this regard - not as long as their leaders are the puppets of outside interests and their
members are subject to the party whip.
Perhaps it’s time to give a coalition of independents the opportunity to try something
different? The worn-out argument that independents could NOT form a functioning
government is rendered absurd when we reflect on the recent performances of the
major parties. It is rendered doubly absurd with the arrival of the ‘1Yi’ and ‘Reinstate
Article 48’ political initiatives which provide a basis for unity for any and all sincere and
honest TD’s who genuinely understand that their mandate is to serve the Irish people in a
true and functioning democracy. So please, vote wisely this time! Vote for justice,
transparency and integrity, and for elected representatives who will do the right thing!

“One by one – together – we CAN make a difference!”

